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Objectives

• The young colon cancer question -- screening younger adults

• Colon Cancer Screening – review current guidelines for family history 
(excluding the genetic syndromes)

• How to get colon cancer screening for your patients:   the SCOPE 
program

• Stop Colorectal cancer through Prevention and Education = 

• ACRCSP program (Alberta ColoRectal Cancer Screening Program) 
ACRCSP



Screening

• Common condition

• Looking for premalignant condition in asymptomatic persons to allow an 
intervention may be applied that improves individual outcome

• Sensitive and safe test easily applied to a population

• Opportunistic screening
• Primary care MD/RN or pt identifies need to screen 

• Opportunistic screening within program context
• Entry may be opportunistic but program manages outcomes

• Programmatic screening
• Population bases systemic
• Eg all 50 yo in Australia mailed FOB kit



Colon Cancer

• 3rd most common cancer in world
• 3rd most common cancer for 

Canada (male and female)
• 12% of all cancer death in Canada
• 2013 - 23,800 new cases
• Incidence 60/100,000 men and 

40/100,000 for women; for 
mortality it is 23/100,000 for men 
and 14/100,000 for women. 

• One in 13 Canadian males and one 
in 15 Canadian females are 
expected to develop colorectal 
cancer in their lifetime

CTFPHC Guidelines Colorectal Cancer canadiantaskforce.ca, 
2014



Early intervention matters

• Polyps premalignant remove 
decrease risk

• With early stage colon cancer 
better outcomes



Mortality 

• Second leading cause of cancer death in men and women 
(USA/Canada)

• Rates are decreasing

• Men 1/32 Women 1/36 risk of dying from CRC

• Rates of death decreasing 

• Felt to be attributed to screening’s effect on early detection and 
management

2. U.S. Preventive Services Task Force. Screening for colorectal 
cancer: U.S. Preventive Services Task Force recommendation 

statement. Ann Intern Med. 2008 Nov 4;149(9):627–37



Screening Rationale

• Screening identifies pre-invasive polyps, neoplasia and adenoma 
which, if treated, may lead to lower incidence of metastatic disease 
and death. 

• There is lead time between polyps developing CRC, adenoma to 
carcinoma so removal of adenoma interrupts this progression

• There are different types and sizes of polys, many of which will never 
develop into cancer and others which may take years to become 
cancerous

• The number, type, and size of polyps are all factors in progression to 
cancer

CTFPHC Guidelines Colorectal Cancer canadiantaskforce.ca, 
2014
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Risk Factors

•Older age, 
•Family history of colorectal cancer (younger the 
relative and higher degree relativity the higher 
the impact)

• IBD

• Obesity (BMI ≥30kg/m2),

• Alcohol consumption (>2 drinks/day for men and >1/day for women)

• Ashkenazi Jewish ethnicity

• physical inactivity

• Smoking

• Diet – low fibre, high meat

CTFPHC Guidelines Colorectal Cancer canadiantaskforce.ca, 
2014



RISK FACTOR:  AGE



Risk Factors:  Age
Estimated incidence and mortality from 
colorectal cancer in Canada in 2015, by sex. 
Estimates are based on 2011 census data

CMAJ 2016

CMAJ 2016





Young-Onset Colon Cancer (yCRC)

• CRC diagnosed in individuals younger than age 50

• CRC incidence 
• Increasing in the under age 50 group 

• Decreasing in older groups. 

• USA SEER incidence of CRC in men and women under the age of 50 
steadily increased at a rate of 2% per year from 1992 to 2013 (SEER 
databse - Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results Reporting 
(SEER) database)



yCRC continued 

• 86 percent of patients diagnosed under the age of 50 are 
symptomatic at diagnosis

• At present, most guidelines do not recommend screening for 
asymptomatic individuals under the age of 50 unless they have a 
positive family history or a predisposing inherited syndrome. 

• However, in 2018, the American Cancer Society issued a "qualified"
recommendation to begin screening persons at average risk for CRC at 
age 45 



2018 Big Headlines as American Cancer 
Society Highlights Young Onset CRC



Slide  from American Cancer Society Colorectal  Cancer Screening Guidelines Average Risk 
Adults 2018  



Risk Factors: Age

TOP CRC Screening Clinical Practice Guidelines 2013



Where are we at…???

• Current efforts to reduce young adult CRC incidence and mortality are 
focused on 

1. identifying those eligible for earlier age surveillance, based on 
family history

2. promoting both physician and consumer awareness of the 
potential cancer risk of symptoms, such as persistent rectal 
bleeding at any age and investigating those symptoms

3. Ongoing research into the whys of increasing younger incidence



RISK: Non-syndromic Family 
History 



ROLE of FAMILY HISTORY 



Role of family history 

•Magnitude of the individual’s increased risk 
• Degree of relationship to the affected relative, 
• Age of the affected relative at time of diagnosis, 
• Age of the individual.
• Overall CRC burden in a family



Advanced polyp/adenoma 

• >1cm

• Have villous features

• Have dysplasia

• These bad features mean shorter surveillance and higher risk for 
relatives of having polyps

• Siblings of individuals with at least 1 advanced adenoma had 6- fold 
(increased odds of advanced adenoma and 3-fold any adenoma 
(compared with individuals whose sibling did not have adenomas)

Heitman et al 2009



Advanced Polyps

• Siblings of individuals with at least 1 advanced adenoma had 6-
fold (increased odds of advanced adenoma and 3-fold any 
adenoma (compared with individuals whose sibling did not have 
adenomas)



Advanced Adenoma treat as CRC surrogate

• FH of adenomas will become increasingly important in populations 
that have established effective CRC screening programs. 

• As screening modalities that reduce the incidence of CRC are used -→
fewer CRC diagnosis and more diagnoses of adenomas (some of 
which would have progressed to cancers had they not been resected 
as adenomas). 

• In more recent and in future studies, the elevated risk of CRC in 
individuals with an FH of advanced adenoma may actually reflect the 
elevated risk associated with an FH of CRC observed in older studies 
that predate the increasing use of screening programs



One (or more) First Degree Relative with Non-
Advanced Polyp
• Average-risk guidelines

• Don’t use “presume any polyp was advanced” now its if we know its 
advanced bump up intervals in that group

• Prevalence of adenomas has been estimated to be 20%–30%, with 
the prevalence increasing with increasing  with age in contrast, the 
prevalence of advanced adenomas is much lower, at about 6%–7%



One (or more) FDR with advanced adenoma

• DOCUMENTED advanced adenoma

• Colonoscopy or FIT over no screening or all other screening 
modalities

• Start at  age 40 or 10 y younger than the age of diagnosis of the 
earliest diagnosed FDR

• 5–10 y as screening intervals



One FRD with CRC

• Colonoscopy is preferred screening (NOT FIT, FIT is second line option 
in this group)

• Start at age 40 or ten years younger than affected relative (whichever 
is earlier)

• Colonoscopy invtervals every 5-10 years, FIT if using q1-2 years



TWO or more FDR with CRC

• colonoscopy as the preferred screening test over no screening or all 
other screening modalities including FIT

• Start 40 y or 10 y younger than the age of diagnosis of the earliest 
diagnosed FDR, whichever is earlier

• Suggest q 5 y as screening intervals.



Less close relatives 

• 1 or more SDR with a history of CRC, we suggest commencing CRC 
screening at age 50 y

• Follow average risk guidelines



Does age of relative matter?  The old less 
than 60 or over 60 question….
• This is the major difference between TOPS guidelines and new 

• Prospective studies found only 1 eligible study with extractable data 
that assessed the effect of the age at which the FDR was diagnosed 
with CRC 
• Compared to individuals without an FH, 
• the adjusted hazard ratio (HR) for CRC in individuals with an FDR diagnosed 

with CRC at age 60 years was 1.46 (95% CI, 1.17–1.81), which was not 
significantly different from the adjusted HR for those with FDR diagnosed at 
age >60 years (HR, 1.25; 95% CI, 1.07–1.45; pooled estimate from 2 age 
subgroups). 

• Some retrospective data that <50 worse than greater than 50 but did 
not reach statistical significance



Family History:  When to start screening????

TOPS (2013) New CAG (2018)
First degree adenoma Average risk screening Average risk screening

First degree ADVANCED ADENOMA If relative >60 start FIT at 40
If relative <60 colon at 40 (or 10 yrs
younger than relative)

Colon or FIT at 40 (or 10 years 
younger than relative)

First degree CRC If relative >60 start FIT at 40
If relative <60 colon at 40 (or 10 yrs
younger than relative)

Colon at 40 (or 10 years younger 
than relative)

Two close relatives Colon at 40 or 10 years younger Colon at 40 or 10 years younger

If multiple relatives or many 
cancers think cancer syndromes 



CASE 1

• 48 year old male

• Sister diagnosed with colon cancer this year she is 59

• Wants to know about colon cancer screening options



Case 1

• Plan colonoscopy start age 40 plus ie now 

• TOPS and CAGS

• SCOPE program 



Case 2

• 20 year old girl

• Her aunt was just diagnosed with colon cancer age 59

• Her dad went for a screening colonoscopy  and had one tubular 
adenoma <1cm



Case 2

• One second degree and one first degree with low risk polyp

• Average risk screening age 50 



Case 3 

• 20 year old girl

• Her aunt was just diagnosed with colon cancer age 59

• Her dad age 49 went for a screening colonoscopy  and had colon 
cancer

• She has rectal bleeding



Case 3 

• Send in now for symptom investigation 

• If normal screening scope eg hemorrhoidal bleeding

• Start screening age 39  



How to get screening for your patients?

1.SCOPE 
2.SHARP (FIT positive who don’t fit SCOPE)

3.Endoscopist of choice







Summary

• In young people with symptoms send for investigation (this is no 
longer screening)

• Remember family history of CRC and advanced adenoma and screen 
earlier (age 40 or 10 years younger than earliest) and with shorter 
intervals

• SCOPE program for family history, personal history and FIT – in target 
waiting times, great education program, wait times at target and  
follow-up planning 

• SHARP if FIT positive and don’t fit SCOPE
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